
 

  
Abstract The potential injury reducing benefits by a bicyclist helmet and a vehicle mounted bicyclist protection 

airbag (BPA) was evaluated by means of human body model simulations. The human body model SAFER HBM was 
positioned on a bicycle and impacted by a passenger vehicle in 40 km/h. Three conditions were evaluated; without 
countermeasure, with helmet and helmet together with bicyclist protection airbag (BPA). Head injury risk was 
evaluated by means of predicted HIC15, BrIC and strain in the brain.  

The impact conditions caused different impact points on the vehicle, windscreen and A-pillar. Both the impact 
points showed highest HIC and peak brain tissue strain for the case with no countermeasures and lowest values 
when including both the helmet and BPA. BrIC increased when including the BPA for the windshield impact where 
the head did not impact the BPA, but a reduction was observed when the impact location was at the A-pillar. 

Generally head injury risk was reduced for a bicyclist wearing a helmet when impacted by a passenger vehicle 
in 40km/h. Additional reductions was obtained for a vehicle with a BPA. Therefore, the conclusion from this study 
was that helmet and BPA have the potential to protect the head in vehicle to bicyclist impacts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In 2016 in the European Union 2015 bicyclists were killed in road crashes which accounts for a decrease by 
24% since 2000 [1]. Since 2010 the number of bicyclist fatalities in the EU is stagnating. In Sweden bicyclists 
account for a higher proportion of causalities than any other road user type [2]. In the Netherlands, US and 
Sweden, most bicyclist crashes are single cycle crashes [3–5] and about 17% of bicyclist crashes involved motor 
vehicles [6]. The most common bicyclist to vehicle crash configurations are ‘car front to bicyclist side’, ‘cyclist 
front to car side’, ‘car front to bicyclist front’ and ‘dooring’ in that order [6]. The body parts with the highest risk 
for serious injuries were the legs and head with 39% and 38% injury risk respectively followed by the chest with 
32% [7]. The three most frequent head impact locations were the A-Pillar with 37% followed by the glass 
(windscreen) and roof edge with 26% each [7]. The head-to-windshield injury mechanism was most common 
while chest-to-hood, chest-to-windshield and head-to-ground were more or less equally frequent combinations. 
The vehicle impact speed has been found to be at average from 20-36km/h [6–8], but with a large variation up to 
70km/h, and bicycle velocity of 15km/h [8]. 

The protective effect of bicycle helmets has been evaluated both with epidemiological studies (e.g., [9–12], 
experimental tests (e.g., [13-14]) and computer simulations (e.g., [15-16]). There are several studies that have 
evaluated the protective effect of the helmet in vehicle impacts. Mizuno et al. [17] evaluated the protective effect 
of the helmet against the vehicle front. They shoot pedestrian head form against different parts of the vehicle 
and found a reduction of HIC when wearing a helmet if the impact was against the A-pillar, hood or roof header 
but an increase in HIC if the impact was against the windscreen. A similar study was performed by Matsui et al. 
[18]. They found the largest reduction of HIC when wearing a helmet if the impact was against the roof side rail 
and lowest reduction when impacting the center of the hood. Ito et al. [19] studied A-pillar impact with finite 
element models and found  that the helmet can reduced the risk of skull fracture and decrease the brain tissue 
strain but also showed that the helmet foam could bottom out in some impact situations. 

Another way to protect the body in a bicyclist-to-vehicle crash is by having airbags outside the vehicle. Some 
previous studies, e.g. [20], have shown a decrease of HIC when a pedestrian is hit by a vehicle equipped with a 
pedestrian airbag compared to not equipped with an airbag. However, an evaluation of rotationally based injury 
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measures has not been included in the previous studies. An airbag system was presented with the potential to 
protect both pedestrians and bicyclists [21]. However, bicyclists with helmets were not addressed in the study. 
Therefore, since bicycle helmets are frequently used today there is a need include helmets in the evaluation of 
bicyclist protection airbags (BPA). 

For evaluation of bicycle safety, a validated human body model seems to be an applicable tool. In recent years, 
mathematical human body models (HBMs), including finite element (FE) HBMs, have been developed to 
complement mechanical anthropometric test devices (ATDs) as an evaluation and development tool for 
protection system assessments. The HBM has several advantages in these tasks compared to the ATD. The HBM 
is omnidirectional by design and can therefore predict human kinematics and injury risk for all loading directions. 
The FE-HBMs have a detailed representation of the human anatomy and material properties. In the HBM the 
injury risk can be evaluated for specific anatomical structures, which makes it possible to address injury at a 
detailed level, such as at a tissue level. These models enable evaluation of physical variables mechanically related 
to injury, e.g. energy and strain [22-23]. Today, there are several HBMs representing average-sized male 
occupants, of which the two most popular HBMs are the Total Human Model for Safety (THUMS) AM50 [24] and 
the Global Human Body Model Consortium (GHBMC) M50-O [25]. An additional human body model, the SAFER 
HBM version 9 model comprise detailed head and chest models developed and validated for tissue level injury 
prediction [26-27]. A detailed description of the model can be found in Appendix A. The head model has been 
validated against several localised brain motion, intracerebral acceleration and intracranial pressure experiments 
[28-29]. A more detailed description and material properties can be found in Appendix B. The maximal principal 
Green-Lagrange strain in the brain was chosen as a predictor of CNS (Central Nervous System) injuries since it has 
been shown to correlate with diffuse axonal injuries [30–33] as well as for mechanical injury to the blood-brain 
barrier [34]. As the brain is sensitive to rotational motion due to its low shear modulus [35–37] it is also important 
to capture the motion of the head correctly. This emphasises the importance to model all boundary conditions 
to the head in as detailed a manner as possible and the need for a windscreen model that can capture both 
accelerations and deformations correctly. 

Due to the composite structure the vehicle windscreens, which is two layers of glass and a thin interlayer of 
polyvinyl butyral (PVB), attains a relatively complex pattern of failure. A variety of approaches have been 
employed to capture this behaviour in FE models for dynamic explicit solvers, from solely detailed 3D solid 
elements representing each layer, both in blast [38-39] and impact applications [40-41] to a combination of shell 
elements and solid elements [42]. In a modelling approach modelling a windscreen with three shell layers, 
representing the glass and PVB, separated by the distance of their thickness, using a non-local failure criterion to 
initiate fracture in the glass, it was found that the model was able to capture both accelerations and deformations 
of a head-like impact to a windscreen, with a maximum error of about 18% in acceleration and even less in 
deformation [43]. The aim of the study is to evaluate the injury pattern and the potential injury reducing benefits 
of a bicycle helmet and an inflatable restraint system for a bicyclist impacted by a passenger vehicle. 

II. METHODS 

The human body model SAFER HBM v9 was positioned as a bicyclist on a generic deformable bicycle model 
developed in the APROSYS project [44] (Fig 1). The generic bicycle model comprised a frame, handlebar, pedals 
wheels with spokes and a seat pan. The bicycle and human body model were impacted by a Honda Accord MY 
2013 available from the NHTSA database [45]. The model was simplified by removing deformable parts in the 
interior of the vehicle that would not interact with the HBM and replaced with equivalent inertia and mass. The 
windscreen of the original Honda Accord model was replaced by a previously developed and validated detailed 
model of the windscreen that included a failure model [43]. All simulations were solved with LS-DYNA mpp s 
R9.3.1, Revision 140922 using 16 computational nodes. No breaking was applied to the vehicle and the coefficient 
friction between the bicycle, bicyclist, ground and vehicle was set to 0.3. 
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Fig. 1. SAFER HBM positioned on the bicycle model from the APROSYS project. 

 
Two different impact scenarios were evaluated (Fig. 2): 

1. Bicycle is standing still and impacted on the side by the vehicle travelling at 40km/h 
2. Bicycle is travelling at 15km/h impacted on the side by the vehicle travelling at 40km/h 
 

  
 

Fig. 2. Bicycle to passenger vehicle crash configurations; stationary bicyclist (left) and travelling in 15 km/h (right) 
 

The injury risk for the bicyclist was evaluated both with and without helmet and with and without inflatable 
protection system (Fig 3). The helmet model was developed and validated by Fahlstedt et al. [16]. Good 
correlation between the prediction from the helmet model and corresponding mechanical tests (radial and 
oblique) was obtained [16]. A coefficient of friction of 0.3 was used between the head and helmet liner, 
corresponding to measurements from PMHS experiments between head and helmet liner material [46]. The 
inflatable protection system was a prototype bicyclist protection airbag (BPA) developed for protection of 
bicyclists in a passenger vehicle to bicyclist impact. The wrap around distance (WAD) of the bag was 2800mm 
which is greater than for a pedestrian airbag. The BPA was covering the lower part of the windscreen and a 
significant portion of the A-Pillar (Fig. 4). The inflatable restraint was combined with a hood lifter system which 
lifted the hood 190mm when the bag was inflated. When inflated the thickness of the BPA was 250mm and the 
pressure was 25kPa. The bag comprised of two sections covering each A-Pillar. Width of one of the sections that 
cover the A-pillar was approximately 300mm.  The bag was inflated at the start of the simulation. In total six 
different configurations were evaluated. They are presented in Table I. 
 

  
Fig. 3. Helmet (left) and bicyclist airbag (right)  

40 km/h 40 km/h 

15km/h 

WAD2800 
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TABLE I 
Evaluated Impact Configurations 

Simulation Vehicle Velocity [km/h] Bicyclist velocity [km/h] Countermeasure 
1 40 0 No 
2 40 0 Helmet 
3 40 0 Helmet + BPA 
4 40 15 No 
5 40 15 Helmet 
6 40 15 Helmet + BPA 

 
Head AIS2+  injury risk was assessed by HIC15, BrIC [47] and strain in the brain. For BrIC, the injury risk curve 

based on CSDM was used [47], and for HIC the risk curve from NHTSA [48]. To assess injury risk from strain in the 
brain the peak value of the first principal Green-Lagrange (G-L) strain of the brain tissue was extracted from the 
head model. Based on the strain prediction, the brain injury risk was calculated with risk curves developed based 
on previously published principle and data [28][49], but adapted for AIS2 level injury. Accelerations and angular 
velocities of the head were all measured in head local coordinate system in accordance with SAE standard sign 
convention. 

III. RESULTS 

For the bicyclist with 0km/h velocity (stationary) the head impacted close to the center of the windscreen 
while for the bicyclist with 15km/h velocity the head impacted the A-Pillar of the vehicle (Fig 4). For both impact 
locations the wrap around distance was similar, about 2400mm, but the transverse offset was larger for the 
bicyclist with 15km/h velocity. Figures of the HBM at time of head impact can be found in Appendix C. The 
windshield was fractured in all impact configurations except for the moving bicyclist impacted by a vehicle with 
BPA (Fig C1 and C2). 

  
Fig. 4. Approximate head impact points on windscreen for all impact configurations. “V” indicates vehicle velocity 
and “B” bicycle velocity (km/h) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

V40 B15 V40 B0 
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Head Impact Velocity 
For the resultant linear head impact velocity relative to the moving vehicle, there was 16 km/h difference 
between the highest and lowest impact velocity. Highest head impact velocity was 48km/h. It was for the 
stationary bicyclist wearing a helmet (Table II). The lowest head impact velocity was 32km/h, for the bicyclist 
without helmet and the bicyclist crossing the path of the vehicle at 15km/h. Plots of the resulting relative head 
velocity vs time can be found in Appendix D 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Head Linear Acceleration and Rotational Velocity 
For both the stationary bicyclist and the bicyclist travelling at 15km/h, peak resulting linear acceleration was 
highest for the bicyclist without helmet (Fig 5a). For the bicyclist wearing a helmet, peak linear acceleration was 
reduced and for the combination of helmet and BPA head resulting acceleration was reduced even more in both 
impact configurations. 

For the stationary bicyclist greatest resulting head angular velocity was for the bicyclist wearing a helmet 
impacted by a vehicle with a BPA (Fig 5b). The peak resulting angular velocity was similar with and without helmet 
in the same impact configuration. For the bicyclist travelling at 15km/h greatest resulting head angular velocity 
was for the bicyclist without helmet. For the bicyclist wearing a helmet peak resulting angular velocity was 
reduced and for the combination of helmet and BPA head resulting angular velocity was reduced even more for 
both impact configurations. The angular velocity over time is shown in Appendix E. 

a) 

 

b) 

 
Fig. 5. Peak linear acceleration (a) and peak angular velocity (b) 

 
HIC, BrIC and Strain 
For the stationary bicyclist and the bicyclist travelling at 15km/h greatest HIC15 value was for the bicyclist without 
helmet. For the bicyclist wearing a helmet HIC15 was reduced and for the combination of helmet and BPA head 
resulting acceleration was reduced even more for both impact configurations (Fig 6). 

Greatest BrIC value for the stationary bicyclist was for the bicyclist wearing a helmet impacted by a vehicle 
with a BPA while lowest was for the bicyclist wearing a helmet only (Fig 6). For the bicyclist travelling at 15 km/h 

TABLE II 
Resulting Relative Head Impact Velocity 

Bicyclist Velocity (km/h) Countermeasure Head Impact Velocity (km/h) 

0 
(Stationary) 

No 46 
Helmet 48 

Helmet and BPA 41 

15 
No 32 

Helmet 35 
Helmet and BPA 34 
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greatest BrIC value was for the bicyclist without helmet. For the bicyclist wearing a helmet BrIC was reduced and 
for the combination of helmet and BPA head BrIC was reduced even more (Fig 6). 

Greatest strain in the brain for the stationary bicyclist was for the bicyclist wearing a helmet (Fig. 6). Lowest 
was for the bicyclist wearing a helmet impacted by a vehicle with a BPA. However, the differences were small. 
For the bicyclist travelling at 15 km/h greatest strain was for the bicyclist without helmet. For the bicyclist wearing 
a helmet strain in the brain was reduced and for the combination of helmet and BPA the strain in the brain was 
reduced even more for both impact configurations (Fig 6). The time histories for the strain in the brain can be 
seen in Appendix F. 
 

 
Fig. 6. HIC15, BrIC and strain in the brain for stationary and bicyclists travelling at 15km/h with No helmet, 
helmet and helmet plus BPA. 

 
Head Injury Risk 
For the stationary bicyclist a 72% risk for an AIS2+ head injury was predicted by HIC15 for the bicyclist without 
helmet (Fig. 7). The AIS2+ injury risk was reduced to 43% for the bicyclist wearing a helmet and 20% for the 
bicyclist wearing a helmet impacted by a vehicle with a BPA. BrIC predicted 71% head injury risk for the bicyclist 
without helmet. For the bicyclist with helmet head injury risk was reduced to 67% while for the bicyclist with 
helmet impacted by a vehicle with BPA, the predicted head injury risk was increased to 96%. The strain in the 
brain predicted a 22% AIS2 head injury risk for the bicyclist without helmet. For the bicyclist with helmet, the 
predicted AIS2 head injury risk was increased to 28% and for the bicyclist with helmet impacted by a vehicle with 
BPA, the predicted AIS2 head injury risk was reduced to 19%. 

For the bicyclist travelling at 15km/h a 100% AIS2+ head injury risk was predicted by HIC15 for the bicyclist 
without helmet and with helmet (Fig. 7). For the bicyclist wearing a helmet and travelling at 15km/h, head injury 
risk was reduced to 3% when impacted by a vehicle with a BPA. BrIC predicted a 99% head injury risk for the 
bicyclist without helmet. For the bicyclist with helmet head injury risk was reduced to 95% and for the bicyclist 
with helmet impacted by a vehicle with BPA, the predicted head AIS2+ injury risk was reduced to 91%. The strain 
in the brain predicted a 97% AIS2 injury risk for the bicyclist without helmet. For the bicyclist wearing a helmet 
head injury risk was reduced to 52% and for the bicyclist wearing a helmet impacted by a vehicle with a BPA, 
predicted head injury risk was reduced to 31%. 
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Fig. 7. AIS2 risk based on; HIC15, BrIC and Strain in the brain for stationary and bicyclists travelling at 15km/h 
with No helmet, helmet and helmet plus BPA. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The aim of this study was to evaluate the injury pattern and the potential injury reducing benefits of bicycle 
helmets and inflatable restraint system for a bicyclist impacted by a passenger vehicle. One impact configuration 
was a stationary bicyclist impacted by a passenger vehicle at 40km/h. Another impact configuration was a bicyclist 
travelling at 15km/h impacted by a passenger vehicle at 40km/h. 40km/h impact velocity was used due to the 
fact that it is used in the Euro NCAP rating procedure [50] for head impacts and it is close to the average impact 
velocity in the field [6-8]. The different impact configurations resulted in different head impact points and 
velocities. Head impact point for the stationary bicyclist was in the middle of the windscreen while for the bicyclist 
travelling at 15km/h the head impacted the A-Pillar. Head impact velocity varied from 32km/h to 48km/h. 

The relative velocity between the head and the vehicle was reduced when the HBM was in contact with the 
vehicle. The longer time the HBM was interacting with the vehicle before head impact, the lower was the relative 
impact velocity of the head. Most of the velocity from the vehicle is transferred to the head as vertical velocity 
(i.e. the velocity towards the ground, or z-direction), before head impact. But the friction between the HBM and 
vehicle also gives the head velocity in the same direction as the traveling direction of the vehicle (the negative x-
direction) before head impact. After the HBM has impacted the windscreen, this is also the main velocity 
component of the whole HBM. As can be seen in Fig. D1, the resulting relative head velocity is slightly altered 
between no helmet and helmet condition, possibly due to the slightly altered inertia of the helmet. But more 
importantly, the head contact with the windscreen occurs earlier for the helmeted condition, mostly due to the 
additional 30mm thickness of the helmet, giving less time for the relative velocity to be reduced. This results in a 
2 km/h lower impact velocity for the un-helmeted condition. In the case of the vehicle with the BPA, the relative 
head velocity starts to be reduced earlier than in the two other cases. This can be explained by the fact that the 
hood has a higher angle against the HBM, due to the lifted hood, increases the interaction between the vehicle 
and HBM. In addition, the HBM impacts the BPA with the upper part of the shoulder, that sinks in to the BPA, 
which acts to drag the HBM in the direction of the moving vehicle before the head impacts. This results in an 
additional reduction of head impact velocity. 

Generally, head impact velocity was lower for the bicyclist travelling at 15km/h (Fig. D2). This is explained with 
the same basic principles as described above, in combination with the fact that the arm of the HBM has altered 
kinematics, causing the elbow to impact the windscreen, and hence transferring more vehicle velocity in the 
direction of travel to the HBM, before head impact. The HBM also travels a slightly longer distance than in the 
stationary conditions, giving a later head impact and more time for the velocity to be reduced. In this 
configuration, the BPA does, however, not give the lowest impact velocity, although it can be seen in Fig. D2 that 
the head relative velocity is reduced earlier and more, than without the BPA, as for the stationary configurations. 
The difference in the configuration with the 15 km/h bicyclists velocity from the stationary one, is that the HBM 
impacts with the head directly to the BPA, causing a much earlier head contact, and as a result, an increase of 2 
km/h head impact velocity from the un-helmeted configuration to the helmeted with the BPA. 

All injury metrics showed significantly higher injury risk for A-Pillar impacts, compared to windscreen impacts. 
This was in agreement with the findings of another HBM study in which it was found that both HIC and cumulative 
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strain damage (CSDM) were significantly higher in A-Pillar impacts than in windscreen impacts [51]. A significant 
reduction of the peak linear acceleration and HIC15 was obtained for a bicyclist wearing a helmet impacted by a 
vehicle without and with a BPA. However, the reduction was less pronounced for the windscreen impact 
compared to the A-pillar impact. For the windscreen impact, the windscreen fractured and absorbed part of the 
impact energy for the bicyclist with and without helmet. For the A-Pillar impact all energy was absorbed by the 
helmet and helmet and BPA. The reduction in HIC value was partly contradictive to the results Mizuno et al. [17]. 
In the study by Mizuno no reduction for helmet impacts against the windscreen was obtained. However, 
reduction of HIC when impacting the A-pillar was obtained. The reduction in HIC15 for bicyclists with a helmet 
impacting the A-Pillar is supported by the study by Matsui et al. [18]. 

For the stationary bicyclist impacting the windscreen, the peak angular velocities were caused by a 
combination of helmet and BPA. The increase was mainly around the y-axis of the head. The BPA was impacted 
by the upper back before there was a windscreen to head impact (Appendix C). A rotation of the head around the 
y-axis was introduced by the back to BPA impact. The increase in BrIC and peak angular velocity was not observed 
for the peak strain of the brain tissue. Similar strain levels were generated for the bicyclist with and without 
helmet impacted by a vehicle with and without BPA. The lack of reduction of peak strain when introducing 
countermeasures for the windscreen impact can be due to the resulting low stiffness of the windscreen after 
fracture of the glass. It was also observed that the maximum strain in the brain was not correlating with the time 
of impact for the stationary bicyclist, with and without helmet (152-154ms) (Fig F1). 

Although the strain in the brain was significant from the initial head to windscreen impact, the peak strain 
value occurred when the fractured windscreen was stretched out and the rebound of the head was initiated (208 
ms). Hence, the maximum strain in the brain seems to come from the induced rotational motion caused by the 
interaction between the head/helmet and the windscreen. For the bicyclist wearing a helmet, peak strain was 
occurring at a similar point in time as without helmet. The liner of the helmet was compressed approximately 
10mm up to windscreen fracture. For the stationary bicyclist impacted by a vehicle with a BPA, the peak strain in 
the brain was after the initial head-to-windscreen contact (164ms). There was however, also in this case 
significant strain in the brain at the time of head rebound (218ms). A possible explanation why this last peak strain 
was smaller than without the BPA can be that the BPA was increasing the distance between the head and 
windscreen, reducing the distance the head can be pushed into the fractured windscreen, inducing less rotational 
motion to the head. 

For the bicyclist travelling at 15km/h, in which there was a head to A-Pillar impact, resultant peak angular 
velocity and BrIC were reduced for the bicyclist wearing a helmet. The peak angular velocity and BrIC were 
reduced even more when the impacting vehicle was equipped with a BPA. However, the angular velocity around 
y-axis was reduced and angular velocity around z-axis was increased when the BPA was added. The interaction 
between the head and the A-Pillar and the head and the BPA were significantly different therefore differences in 
head angular velocity can be expected. The same strain pattern was observed for peak strain as for peak resultant 
angular velocity. It can be seen in Fig. E2 that the maximum peak strain in the brain for the impact with the BPA 
was late in impact (229ms), after the head rebound from BPA.  

Greatest injury risk reduction for helmet and BPA was when injury risk was assessed by the strain in the brain. 
Greatest reductions were observed for the A-Pillar impacts. The injury risk for A-Pillar impacts was significantly 
greater than for the windscreen impacts. Even for the A-Pillar impact when the bicyclist was protected by a helmet 
and a BPA the injury risk was greater than for all windscreen impacts. It was shown by Fredriksson et al. [8] that 
many of the head impacts in bicycle accidents are close to the frame of the windscreen and not at the center. 
Therefore, it is important to also include impacts to the windscreen frame when evaluating bicycle safety. 

Injury risk curves were used for HIC, BrIC and strain in the brain to assess injury risk. Different injury 
mechanisms are addressed by the different risk curves. Different injury risk was predicted by the different injury 
measures. A decrease for the stationary bicyclist was predicted by HIC for the bicyclist wearing a helmet and 
impacted by a vehicle with a BPA. The same reduction in risk was not predicted by BrIC or strain.  In previous 
studies [52] it was found that HIC and linear acceleration were more associated with skull fracture than brain 
injuries. The results suggest a low risk for skull fracture, especially for the A-pillar when including the BPA and 
helmet. It was also observed that BrIC predicted a higher injury risk. This can partly be explained by the fact that 
the BrIC injury risk curve used was for AIS2+, whereas the injury risk curve developed for the strain in the brain 
was for AIS2. The strain-based injury risk curve was based non-injured and concussion cases.   
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The limitation of the study was that only one vehicle model, one helmet design and one BPA design were 
evaluated. The helmet model used was a model of a state-of-the-art bicycle helmet that is used by numerous 
bicyclists on the road today. The vehicle model used was a model of a common vehicle sold globally. The BPA was 
a model of a prototype BPA. Therefore, the components were considered adequate for the study carried out. 

One impact velocity of the vehicle was used, and 0km/h or 15km/h were applied to the bicyclist. Altering the 
bicyclist speed would alter the impact point on the vehicle. However, two common impact point on the vehicle 
front were evaluated in the study. In this study three different configurations were used no countermeasure, 
including a helmet and including both helmet and BPA. The helmet use varies among different countries and even 
between different regions in the country [53]. Therefore, a future study evaluating bicyclist to BPA impact for a 
bicyclist not wearing a helmet seems applicable. Another limitation was that influence of muscle activation on 
the bicyclist kinematics was not included in the study. Active muscles can alter the impact velocity and impact 
point of the head due to the bicyclists using the arms to limit the impact speed to the vehicle. However, in 
pedestrian evaluations it was shown using an active model that the influence of muscle activation was small on 
pedestrian kinematics and injury risk in vehicle impacts [54-55]. 

The focus of this study was injuries caused by the impacts to the vehicle, however, a large portion of head 
injuries are likely also caused by ground impacts [7][21]. The simulation with bicyclist velocity of 15km/h and 
using a helmet was extended to include ground impact (Fig. 8). The strain in the brain for this simulation was 
included in Fig. F3 and shows an almost 3 times higher peak in strain for the ground impact compared to the 
vehicle impact. Head to ground impact velocity was 12.4m/s. However, the ground was modeled as infinitely stiff 
and the HBM impacts the head/helmet first to the ground and can hence be considered an overestimation and 
worst-case scenario. It should also be noted that the simulation has a duration of about 1s with several laps of 
rotation of the HBM before ground impact, both aspects that can affect the accuracy in explicit FE-simulations. It 
was also observed that the impact point on the helmet was at the same impact point as the impact to the A-pillar. 
Therefore, the helmet was already deformed before impacting the ground. Reduced protective benefits of the 
deformed helmet can be expected. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Ground impact from bicyclist travelling at15 km/h with helmet. 

 
Today’s helmets are evaluated against a hard surface, either flat or curbstone, in the helmet test standard 

[56–58]. This implies that the helmet should be more optimized against A-pillar impacts, but the test standard 
and the simulated impacts in this study differs in several aspects. In the helmet test standard, the impact is radial 
in lower impact velocity and only a representation of the head is included in the tests. Nevertheless, the results 
indicate that the helmet show a more expected result in reducing the injury risk, with all used injury metrics, in 
the impacts towards the A-pillar. Although the helmet has a clear reduction of injury risk for the impact against 
the A-pillar, it could be considered still relatively high, with a 52% risk of AIS2, and hence a benefit of including 
the BPA, reducing the risk down to 31%. On the other hand, the impact towards the windscreen seems to generate 
a loading condition not fully considered in the development of helmets. Although the predicted injury level for 
the windscreen impacts was lower than the A-pillar impacts, it can also be considered relevant to better 
understand the injury mechanisms, and further develop protective systems to also reduce the injuries caused by 
windscreen impacts. 
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In the study a prototype BPA was evaluated. However other countermeasures exist, potentially addressing 
mitigating head injuries [59]. In addition, it is known that autonomous emergency braking (AEB) and BPA 
complement one another in reducing injury risk [21]. Other countermeasures are speed reduction, friendlier car 
design (perhaps incl. BPA) [60]. 

It was found that the BPA was an effective countermeasure in reducing head injury risk for bicyclists wearing 
a helmet. It can be assumed that the BPA is an even more effective countermeasure for bicyclists not wearing a 
helmet impacted by a vehicle. Future evaluation will be carried out evaluating the BPA benefits for bicyclists not 
wearing a helmet when impacted by a passenger vehicle. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

A helmet reduces head injury risk for a bicyclist impacted by a passenger vehicle. Additional reduction in injury 
risk can be achieved by a BPA mounted on the vehicle. 
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VIII. APPENDIX 

Appendix A - SAFER HBM v9 Modifications to the THUMS v3 model 
 

TABLE AI 
SAFER HBM v9 Modifications to the THUMS v3 model 

Body Part  Modification 
   
Chest Ribs Geometry and mesh modified 
  Shi, X., Cao, L., Reed, M. P., Rupp, J. D., Hoff, C. N., Hu, J. (2014) A statistical 

human rib cage geometry model accounting for variations by age, sex, stature 
and body mass index. Journal of Biomechanics, 47(10): pp. 2277–85. 

  Cortical bone thickness modified 
  Choi, H-Y, Kwak, D-S (2011) Morphologic Characteristics of Korean Elderly Rib. 

Journal of Automotive Safety and Energy, 2. 
  Cortical bone properties modified 
  Kemper, A. R., et al. (2005) Material properties of human rib cortical bone from 

dynamic tension coupon testing. Stapp Car Crash Journal, 49: pp. 199–230. 
  Kemper, A. R., et al. (2007) The biomechanics of human ribs: material and 

structural properties from dynamic tension and bending tests. Stapp Car Crash 
Journal, 51: pp. 235–73. 

 Sternum Geometry and mesh modified 
  50th percentile male sternum 
  Weaver, A. A., Schoell, S. L., Nguyen, C. M., Lynch, S. K., Stitzel, J. D. (2014) 

Morphometric analysis of variation in the sternum with sex and age. Journal of 
Morphology, 275(11): pp. 1284–99. 

Lumbar Spine Vertebra Remeshed 
  Contact between vertebra and intervertebral disc added 
  Intervertebral ligaments modified – both geometry and properties 
  Afwerki, H. (2016) Biofidelity Evaluation of Thoracolumbar Spine Model in 

THUMS. Master’s Thesis in Biomedical Engineering, Chalmers University of 
Technology, 2016. 

Head  KTH FE Head Model 
  Kleiven, S. (2007) Predictors for Traumatic Brain Injuries Evaluated through 

Accident Reconstructions. Stapp Car Crash Journal, 51: pp. 81–114. 
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Appendix B - The KTH FE Head Model 
The head model includes the scalp, the skull, the brain, the meninges, the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and eleven 
pairs of the largest parasagittal bridging veins, see Fig. 11, with material properties adapted from the study by 
[27] listed in TABLE II. To accommodate large elastic deformations of the brain, a second order Ogden hyperelastic 
constitutive model was used together with a linear viscoelastic model. The constitutive constants used for the 
brain tissue are also adapted from [27] and presented in TABLE V. 

  
Fig. B1. Finite element model of the human head [27]. 
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TABLE BI 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES USED FOR THE FE HEAD MODEL 

Tissue Young’s modulus [MPa] Density [kg/dm3] Poisson’s ratio 
Outer compact bone 15 000 2.00 0.22 
Inner compact bone 15 000 2.00 0.22 

Porous bone 1000 1.30 0.24 
Brain Hyper-Viscoelastic 1.04 0.49999 

Cerebrospinal Fluid K = 2.1 GPa 1.00 - 
Sinuses K = 2.1 GPa 1.00 - 

Dura mater 31.5 1.13 0.45 
Falx/Tentorium 31.5 1.13 0.45 

Pia mater 11.5 1.13 0.45 
Scalp Hyper-Viscoelastic 1.13 0.42 

Bridging veins EA = 1.9 N   
K = Bulk modulus, and EA = Force/unit strain. 

TABLE BII 
OGDEN HYPERELASTIC AND LINEAR VISCOELASTIC CONSTANTS 
Parameter Value 
μ1 (Pa) 53.8 
μ2 (Pa)  -120.4 
α1  10.1 
α2  -12.9 

G1 (MPa)  0.32 
G2 (kPa)  78 
G3 (kPa)  6.2 
G4 (kPa)  8.0 
G5 (kPa)  1.0 
G6 (kPa)  3.0 
β1 (1/s) 106 

β2 (1/s) 105 

.  

.  
β6 (1/s)  101 
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Appendix C - Images at time of head impact for all impact configurations 
 

 
Fig. C1. Snapshots from impact between vehicle velocity 40km/h and stationary bicyclist at time of head impact. 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. C2. Snapshots from impact between vehicle velocity 40km/h and bicyclist moving in 15km/h, at time of 
head impact. 
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Appendix D - Head CG relative velocity time histories 
Fig.s D1 and D2 shows the resultant linear head velocity relative to the impacting vehicle as a function of time. 

  
Fig. D1. Head CG relative velocity at vehicle velocity 40km/h and stationary bicyclist. Vertical lines indicate time 
of head impact for respective simulation. 

 

  
Fig. D2. Head CG relative velocity at vehicle velocity 40km/h and 15km/h bicycle velocity. Vertical lines indicate 
time of head impact for respective simulation. 
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Appendix E - Head CG Angular velocity time histories 
In Fig.s E1 and E2 the head CG angular velocity is plotted for each component in local coordinate system according to the 
SEA standard convention. 
 

 
Fig. E1. Head CG angular velocity at vehicle velocity 40km/h and stationary bicyclist. Vertical lines indicate time 
of head impact for respective simulation. 

 
 

 
Fig. E2. Head CG angular velocity at vehicle velocity 40km/h and 15km/h bicycle velocity. Vertical lines 
indicate time of head impact for respective simulation. 
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Appendix F - Strain in the brain time histories 
Fig.s F1-F3 shows the maximum strain in the brain as function of time for all impact configurations. 

 
Fig. F1. Maximum strain in the brain at vehicle velocity 40km/h and stationary bicyclist. Vertical lines indicate 
time of head impact for respective simulation. 

 
 

 
Fig. F2. Maximum strain in the brain at vehicle velocity 40km/h and 15km/h bicycle velocity. Vertical lines 
indicate time of head impact for respective simulation. 

 

 
Fig. F3. Maximum strain in the brain at vehicle velocity 40km/h and 15km/h bicycle velocity for simulation 
including ground impact. Vertical line indicates time of head impact towards vehicle. 
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